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Biomorphic Explorers

• A multidisciptinary system concept for small, dedicated, low-cost explorers

that capture some of the key features of biological organisms

• Small... 100-1000g (useful space/terrestrial exploration functions are

implementable* using this mass).

• Conducted workshop, Aug 19-20, 1998

• Sponsored by NASA/JPL

• WEBSITE: http:/nmp.jpl.nasa.gov/bees/

• An enthusiastic response: over 150 participants

* JPL document D-14879A, JPL document D-16300A

JPL document D-16500, Author: Sarita Thakoor

FIRST NASA/JPL WORKSHOP ON
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Bio-inspired Engineering of Exploration Systems (Bees)

Subsystems Breakdown

The following slide shows the sub-categories within the subject of bio-inspired

engineering of exploration systems. This talk will focus mainly on the versatile

mobility area and will briefly mention the highlights on the other sub-categories.

Bio-inspired Engineering of Exploration Systems (Bees)

Subsystems Breakdown

Versatile Mobility:

Actuators, Biomechatronic

Designs

Adaptive Controls

I
Bio-inspired Sensor Suite

Biomorphic Communications and
Navigation

Biomorphic Cooperative

Behaviors

Distributed Operations

Biomorphic Energy

Generation/Conversion

1.1;

i Flight Systems
Surface/Sub.

surface Systems
L

] 1.1.1 ]Powered, Micro-flyers,

[Hellcopters
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Solar, Inertial, Other Bio-inspired nay 1

_ Cascaded Daisy Chain

5.2r
Marsupial

_" Collaborative, Multi-hub
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_-_ Cluster, Local Hubs
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Biomorphic Explorers: Classification

Examples of biological systems that serve as inspiration for designing the

biomorphic explorers are illustrated. Choose a feature, say soaring. The intent is

to make an explorer that combines the different attributes seen in nature in

diverse species and capture them all in one artificial entity. In that sense the

explorer goes beyond biology to provide us the adaptability that we need in

encountering and exploring what is yet unknown.

I
Aerial

I

I Biomorphic FlightSystems

Biomorphic Explorers: Classification

(Based on Mobility and Ambient Environment)

Biomorphic Explorers

I
I

Surface/Subsurface
i

I

BiomorphiCsystemsSUrfaceI

Seed Wing Monarch Butterfly

Soaring Bird Humming Bird

Ant

Inchworm

Centipede

Biomorphic Subsurface

Systems

Germinahng
Seed

Snake
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The Challenge to Obtain A Biomorphic Robot

Nature's Creations

• Primarily organics based.

• Evolution led surviving design and minimalist operational principles are

inherent.

• Geological time scale has been used for evolution.

Bio-morphic Robot

• Primarily inorganics based, the ingredients/materials are available to us.

• Needs to be created by distilling the principles offered by natural

mechanisms.

• Capturing the bio-mechatronic designs and minimalist operation principles

from nature's success strategies.

• Do it within a lifetime.

I
Aerial

I

Biomorphic Flight

Systems

Seed Wing Flyer (60 g)

Biomorphic Explorers: Classification

(Based on Mobility and Ambient Environment)

Biomorphie Explorers

i I
Surface/Subsurface

I
1

Biomorphic Surface

Systems l Biomorphic SubsurfaceSystems

Omithopter I "" JJ 'J
I Artificial Earthworm

Reconfigurable
Hexapod Legs/Feet(1-2 kg)

^emv_E

Glider (1(30g - 2000g) Powered Flyer Worm Robot

Candidate biomorphic explorers on the drawing board, with mass of design under study in

parentheses
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Multi-terrain Biomorphic Explorer

This development is geared toward the creation of an explorer that is capable of

identifying its environmental condition/situation and adaptively change its

mobility mode to suit the prevailing/impending situation. For example, if the

terrain changes from hard and rocky to swampy slushy ground, then the explorer

changes from a small footprint pogo stick type mode to a duck foot like wide

footprint mode.

MULTITERRAIN

Biomorphic Explorer

Neural connections mapped on

64 Neural Network (NN) Chip

Sensory Lines

Actuator Controls
JPL's 64 NN chip characteristics:
- Low weight (5 g)
- Small size (1 cm x 1 cm)
- Low power (12 mW)
- High speed (~250 ns)
- Programmable neural

network architecture
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Distributed Control Operational Schematic

The following slide shows the operational schematic of the biomorphic strategy

controller that utilizes multiple sensory inputs and generates the most suited

output choice of mobility mode both in terms of the reconfigurable unit that is

used and the mobility parameters that need to be used.

Distributed Control Operational Schematic

I e' com
S S t"

s S _ % S S

_" Payload

I Biomorphic [_______ or
Adaptive

---, Control Strategy __ ,'

Reconflgurabllity ] 44 :
Generator | ":_¢i

Direct Drive

Impulses to
Actuators

Feedback

Data Out
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Worm Robot for In-situ Exploration

The worm robot conceptual design illustrated in the following slide, and shown in

animation, is inspired by the technique used by earthworms and inchworms. The

mobile entity is composed of a series of modules in which each module is capable

of contracting or expanding and has anchors at each end. It anchors at one end

and expands fully, then it de-anchors the back end and anchors the front end and

contracts again and re-anchors the back end. This wave of contraction/expansion

and anchorinJ de-anchoring proceeds continuously to achieve the forward

motion. The animation shows how such a worm would be capable of burrowing

in sandy soil and entering narrow cracks in rocks for obtaining pristine samples

from such hard to reach places.

Worm Robot for In-Situ Exploration

Extended Configuration Contracted Configuration

Z. Gorjian and S. Thakoor, "Biomorphic Explorers Animation Video," First
NASAJJPL Workshop on Biomorphic Explorers for Future Missions, August 19-20,
1998, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
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Biomorphic Explorers: Versatile Mobility

The surface/subsurface examples of versatile mobility discussed thus far are

summarized in the top section of this slide. The bottom section of the slide shows

examples of biomorphic flight systems and their respective inspirations.

Biomorphic flight systems are attractive because they provide:
• Extended reach over all kinds of terrain.

• Unique perspective for IMAGING, SPECTRAL SIGNATURE.

• Ability to perform distributed ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS.

• Ability to deploy/distribute payloads.

Many biomorphic explorers (seed wing flyers, crawlers, burrowers, gliders, etc.)

can work in cooperation with large UXV's to enable new missions and achieve

successfully (currently) UNATTAINABLE MISSIONS.

Biomorphic Explorers: Versatile Mobility

Biological Eximpie of
Reconfigurable Mobile Unit

m
._ _ e..- Xerox

Challenge: To Design
Reconflgumble Mobile Unit

Surface/

Subsurface

Biological Examples of Flyers

Biomorphic Flight Systems
• DoD Leverage

Ryers
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Biomorphic Controls in Seed Wing Flyers

Active control of seed wing descent is a significant concept for further

development to impact the usefulness of seed wing flyers. This is an effort to

influence the direction of descent, by periodic movement of a control surface on

the wing portion. For example, a simple wing structural element made of

advanced piezo-polymeric composite actuators could play a dual role as a

structural member as well as an active control element when activated, altering

the lift characteristics for a fraction of one rotation. The signal to drive the

structural element would be generated by the measurement of sunlight on the

upper payload surface. That signal would normally vary with rotation due to

changing sun angle. Detection of a certain part of that periodic signal would be

programmed to activate the change in wing shape. Thus, the seed wing would

tend to move in a consistent pattern relative to the sun's direction. Individual seed

wings in an ensemble could be programmed to have varying solar response

patterns, ensuring that the group travels away from each other, for maximum

dispersion in the landing location.

Plant World Inspired Payload Distribution Methods

Simpler and smaller than parachute on small scale for

dispersion of sensors and small surveillance
instruments.

• Controlled Descent Rate ~ 15 m/s (on surface of Mars)

(a)
(b)

Maple Seed Dandelions
Samara

Design Goals:

• Small total mass, -100 g.
• High payload mass fraction > 80%.
• Captures key features of controlled and

stable descent as observed in Samaras,
such as maple seeds.

• Reliable, minimal infrastructure.
• Unobstructed view overhead for

atmospheric measurements.
• Simple construction, few constituent

parts.
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Biomorphic Explorers

• Bio-morphic explorers constitute a new paradigm in mobile systems that

capture key features and mobility attributes of biological systems to enable

new scientific endeavors.

• The general premise of biomorphic systems is to distill the principles offered

by natural mechanisms to obtain the selected features/functional traits and

c_c_a_pturethe biomechatronic designs and minimalist operation principles from

nature's success strategies.

• Bio-morphic explorers are a unique combination of versatile mobility

controlled by adaptive, fault tolerant biomorphic algorithms to autonomously

match with the changing ambient/terrain conditions.

• Significant scientific payoff at a low cost is realizable by using the potential of

a large number of such cooperatively operating biomorphic systems.

• Biomorphic explorers can empower the human to obtain extended reach and

sensory acquisition capability from locations otherwise hazardous/

inaccessible.

Biomorphic Missions

• Biomorphic missions are cooperative missions that make synergistic use of
existing/conventional surface and aerial assets along with biomorphic robots.

• Just as in nature, biological systems offer a proof of concept of symbiotic co-
existence. The intent is to capture/imbibe some of the key principles/success
strategies utilized by nature and capture them in our biomorphic mission
implementations.

• Specific science objectives targeted for these missions include:

- Close-up imaging for identifying hazards and slopes;

- Assessing sample return potential of target geological sites;

- Atmospheric information gathering by distributed multiple site measurements;
and

-Deployment of surface payloads such as instruments/biomorphic surface

systems or surface experiments.
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Science Requirements

• Orbiter provides imaging perspective from - 400 Km height with resolution

60cm to 1 m/pixel; lander mast imagery is viewed from - 1-2 m height. The

essential mid range 50m-lOOOm altitude perspective is as yet uncovered and

is an essential science need. Imaging from this mid-range is required to obtain

details of surface features/topography, particularly to identify hazards and

slopes for a successful mission).

• Close-up imagery of sites of interest (- 5 - 10 cm resolution).

• 1-t0 Km range, wide area coverage.

• Distributed measurements across the entire range.

• In-situ surface mineralogy.

• Candidate instruments include:

• Camera (hazard and slope identification by close-up imagery).

• Meteorological suite (in-flight atmospheric measurements).

• Microphone to hear surface sounds, wind and particle impact noises.

• Electrical measurement of surface conductivity.

• Accelerometer measurement of surface hardness.

• Seismic measurement (accelerometers).
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Biomorphic Mission: Cooperative Lander/Rover -

Biomorphic Explorers

• An auxiliary payload of a Mars Lander (2-10kg),

• Micro-gliders (4 - 20) launched/deployed from the Landc_.

• Lander serves as a local relay for imagery/data downlink.

• Micro-glider provides:

• Close-up imagery of sites of interest (- 5-10 cm resolution I.

• Deploys surface payload/experiments (20g - 500 g).

• In-flight atmospheric measurements.
• Candidate instruments:

• Camera (hazard and slope identification by close-up imagery).

• Meteorological suite (in-flight atmospheric measurements).

• Microphone to hear surface sounds, wind and particle impact noises.

• Electrical measurement of surface conductivity.
• Accelerometer measurement of surface hardness.

• Seismic measurement (accelerometers).

• 50m-500m height, unique and essential perspective for imaging.

• 1-I0 Km range, wide area coverage very quickly.

• Useful close-up imagery and surface payload deployment.

• 2005 Missions: Scout Missions, Sample Return Missions 2007 and beyond.

Sample Return.
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Surface Launched Microflyers: Options Comparison

• Contamination free launch options:

• Spring launched (massive, KE leftover, complex possibly damaging recoil).

• Electric launch options (power hungry):

• Electrically driven propeller (Mars atmosphere is too thin).

• Electromagnetic gun,

• Inflate and release a balloon (complicated mechanism, thin atmosphere a
challenge, susceptible to winds).

• Pneumatic, compressed gas launch (simple mechanism, simple recoil,
leading candidate).

• Rocket boosted launch (contaminants, HCI, nitrates, etc.) a good option for
application such as scouting where contamination is not an issue.

Biomorphic Microflyers

• Small, simple, low-cost system ideal for distributed

measurements, reconnaissance and wide-area

dispersion of sensors and small experiments.

• Payload mass fraction 50% or higher.

• Small mass (100 g - 1000 g)
• Low radar cross section

• Larger numbers for given payload
due to low mass

• Precision targeting to destination

• Amenable to cooperative behaviors
• Missions can use potential energy

by deploying from existing craft at
high altitude

• Captures features of soaring birds,
utilizing rising currents in the
environment

• Adaptive behavior
• Self repair features
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Science Objectives

• Near Term 2005

• Image surface topography.
• Characterize terrain around lander.

• Identify rocks of nterest for rover.

• Distribution of instruments/experiments/surface explorers to targeted sites.

• 2007-2009

• Enable sample return by allowing scouting and long range maps of areas

of interest.

• Long Term 2011 and Beyond

• Cooperative operation of a multitude of explorers together to obtain

imagery and deploy surface payloads.

• Astronaut launched micro-flyers: Empowering the human to obtain

extended reach and sensory acquisition capability from locations that

are otherwise hazardous/inaccessible.

Biomorphic Mission: Astronaut Launched Micro_lyers

Micro-flyers are deployed/launched bythe astronaut to
se

,surface Relay:to Earth
J
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Enabling Processor for Surface Feature Recognition

Modeled after the massively parallel neural networks in the human brain, 3DANN is

a low-power, analog computing device capable of achieving human-like target

recognition capability. The sugar-cube sized 3DANN processor has achieved an

overall computing speed of - 1 trillion operations per second, consuming only - 8

watts of power. This is - 3 orders of magnitude higher than the state-of-the-art

image-processing on conventional digital machines (e.g., Apple's recently

introduced G4 computer which delivers - 1 billion operations per second,

consuming - 200 watts of power). The N3 processor can be trained to recognize

geological features of interest and used to obtain real time processing of camera

input imagery to identify surface features of interest. As a compact, low-power,

intelligent processor on-board a space system, it would enable for the first time,

real-time functions such as in-situ landing site selection with hazard avoidance,

visual navigation, precision rendezvous and docking, and visually intelligent

planetary robots/rovers capable of autonomous selection of scientifically interesting

spots for maximum science return.

Enabling Processor for Surface Feature Recognition

Feature Library

Biological e,,.._c_ ' .._. " _ "_
Neural F"e_a''tur; 'h '. ''_ i%_ _' Topography Map
Network ........... _- <,__ .a,b!_

' j,_,'_'l : lnputto

NeUral Network

!:::'72 ,

\ I _ 'Na

_DendOt_s - . 1

a_"_ "_nap_/_ IlilpUts 0

r _"

,_/ 10 gin, 5 cc, 2 W
I /_ On-chip IR detector.

Processing 1 trillion 8-bit multiplies/sec.
Artificial _Element 270 million template
Network _K" matches/sec.
Model Outputis" Computing power greater

than fast supercomputer.

Identified

Feature
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Biomorphic Cooperative Behaviors

The behavior of ant colonies, specifically, how the ants coordinate complex

activities like foraging and nest building, has fascinated researchers in ethology

and animal behavior for a long time. Several behavioral models have been

proposed to explain these capabilities. Algorithms inspired by the behavior of ant

colonies have already entered the mathematical field of multi-parameter

optimization. Solar system exploration, particularly of Mars and certain

planet/satellites, could be substantially enhanced through the use of a multitude of

simple, small, somewhat autonomous explorers that as a group would be capable
l_ . 011of covenn_ large areas. A fleet of such explorers would have some form of

limited communication with a mother ship (a larger lander/rover or an orbiter). In

many cases, cooperation among all the "fleet-mates" could greatly enhance group

effectiveness. Our program is geared to identify potential useful cooperative

behaviors for such explorers by surveying emerging multi-robot multi-agent

techniques and by assessing some of the uniquely powerful examples of

cooperative behavior and self-organization observed in nature, specifically in the

insect kingdom.

Biomorphic Communication and Navigation

Honeybees are impressive in their ability to communicate precise navigational

information. They use a recruitment dance and the sun as a celestial reference to
communicate the location of a food source. Such principles related to planetary

exploration could be utilized in a new class of small, dedicated, low cost biomorphic

explorers.

Insects Operating Cooperatively:

,_:, , ==t;

.*;,_......• _ \ _"_" Nakamura and.... Kurumatani, 1995
"!:"""'_ - _:, Kubo, 1996

Pheromor_ T¢_il

(A) Belabor Of e&¢_ R_

Ants' elaborate communication method with pheromone trails.

' Karl von Frisch,

1965,
Wehner and

Rossel, 1985,

'ii I Barbara Shipman,
1997

Honeybee's recruitment dance with the sun as a celestial reference.
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Science Applications

.... which would be enabled/enhanced by such explorers .....

• Valles Marineris' Exploration

• One single site rich in geologic units

• Study strati-graphic column top to bottom

along the canyon wall

• Optimum science sample site

.... imager, temperature sensor, pressure sensor, sniffer: e-nose, individual

gases, elements, etc.

• Scouting for conditions compatible with life to lead us to the spots that may
hold samples of extinct/extant life

• Wide-area search with inexpensive explorers executing dedicated sensing
functions: close-up imaging!!!!

.... individual gases, sniffer: e-nose, chemical reactions, pyrotechnic test,

elements, specific amino acids, signatures of prebiotic chemistry, etc.

• Geological data gathering:

• Distributed temperature sensing

• Seismic activity monitoring
• Volcanic site

.... multitude of explorers working in a cascade or daisy-chain fashion

cooperatively to fulfill task.

Applications (Dual Use NASA and DoD)

• Close-up Imaging, Site Selection

• Meteorological Events: Storm Watch

• Reconnaissance

• Biological Chemical Warfare

• Search and Rescue, etc.

• Surveillance

• Jamming

• Distributed Aerial Measurements

Ephemeral Phenomena

Extended Duration Using Soaring

• Delivery and Lateral Distribution of Agents (Sensors,

Surface/Subsurface Crawlers, Clean-up Agents)
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